Relatively little is known about the functions of specific molecular interactions between membrane proteins and membrane lipids. The structural and functional consequences of disrupting a previously identified interaction between a molecule of the diacidic lipid cardiolipin and the purple bacterial reaction centre were examined. Mutagenesis of a highly conserved arginine (M267) that is responsible for binding the head-group of the cardiolipin (to leucine) did not affect the rate of photosynthetic growth, the functional properties of the reaction centre, or the X-ray crystal structure of the complex (determined to a resolution of 2.8 Å ). However, the thermal stability of the protein was compromised by this mutation, part of the reaction centre population showing an approximately 5 jC decrease in melting temperature in response to the arginine to leucine mutation. The crystallised mutant reaction centre also no longer bound detectable amounts of cardiolipin at this site. Taken together, these observations suggest that this particular protein -lipid interaction contributes to the thermal stability of the complex, at least when in detergent micelles. These findings are discussed in the light of proposals concerning the unfolding processes that occur when membrane proteins are heated, and we propose that one function of the cardiolipin is to stabilise the interaction between adjacent membrane-spanning a-helices in a region where there are no direct protein -protein interactions. D
Introduction
Integral membrane proteins inhabit a heterogeneous environment that consists of lipid, water, numerous small molecules and solutes, and other proteins. The amphipathic nature of integral membrane proteins, necessary for these proteins to exist in such a complex environment, means that their purification and crystallisation presents significant technical challenges. Consequently, relatively little highresolution crystallographic information is available for integral membrane proteins as a group, and there is even less high-resolution structural information on the interactions between these proteins and the surrounding lipids, although new information is now becoming available (see Refs. [1, 2] for recent reviews). This is an area of considerable interest, as a huge amount of biochemical and biophysical data has revealed the great importance of protein -lipid interactions for the assembly, stability and function of membrane proteins [2] . However, the lack of detailed structural information has meant that it has been difficult to analyse the significance of individual protein -lipid interactions. A small number of the X-ray crystal structures of integral membrane proteins that are available in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) now contain modelled lipids [1, 2] , and are presenting the first opportunities to probe the significance of specific protein -lipid interactions through directed mutagenesis (see Ref. [3] for a recent example).
In previous work from our laboratories, an X-ray crystal structure of a single-site mutant of the reaction centre from the purple bacterium Rhodobacter (Rb.) sphaeroides was described, at a resolution of 2.1 Å (PDB entry 1QOV [4] ).
A large region of continuous density was observed in the electron density map for this reaction centre, located on the intra-membrane surface of the protein. This density was attributed to a single molecule of the diacidic phospholipid diphosphatidyl glycerol, or cardiolipin (Fig. 1A) . This electron density feature is also evident in crystallographic data for other mutant reaction centres and the wild-type complex [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , and therefore is not present as a consequence of any particular mutation. However, as discussed recently, the quality of the electron density for this lipid is somewhat variable, which may in part be due to substoichiometric binding of the lipid to the detergent-purified reaction centre [9] . Assignment of this electron density feature as cardiolipin was helped by the very distinctive shape of this particular lipid, and has been supported by recent lipid analyses of purified Rb. sphaeroides reaction centres that confirm the presence of cardiolipin [7] . Other major lipids associated with the purified Rb. sphaeroides reaction centre included phosphatidylcholine, phosphatidylethanolamine and a glycolipid [7] . Camara-Artigas et al. [7] have recently modelled two further lipids, a phosphatidylcholine located on the surface of the M-polypeptide at the cytoplasmic side of the membrane, close to the entrance to the binding pocket of the Q B ubiquinone, and a glucosylgalactosyl diacylglycerol, also located on the cytoplasmic side of the membrane, close to the membranespanning a-helix of the H-polypeptide.
Protein sequence alignments show that the residues that bind cardiolipin to the surface of the purple bacterial reaction centre are highly conserved across a range of bacterial species with this type of reaction centre [11] . However, the role, if any, of this particular proteincardiolipin interaction is not known. To examine this further, in the present work the consequences of disrupting this particular protein -lipid interaction have been examined. Two highly conserved basic residues in the M-polypeptide of the reaction centre that provide the main direct bonding interactions between the protein and the head-group of the bound cardiolipin, His M145 and Arg M267 (Fig. 1B) , were changed to Phe and Leu, respectively, by site-directed mutagenesis. The effects of mutation on the binding of cardiolipin were investigated by Xray crystallography, and their effects on the thermal stability of the reaction centre were examined using Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). The findings of this study are discussed with reference to proposals concerning the unfolding processes that occur when integral membrane proteins are thermally denatured, and a role for cardiolipin in stabilising helix-helix interactions in the reaction centre is proposed.
Materials and methods

Mutagenesis, bacterial growth and reaction centre purification
The mutations Arg M267 to Leu (RM267L) and His M145 to Phe (HM145F) were introduced using procedures described previously [12] . À phenotypes were constructed using the genetic system described previously [13, 14] . Details of the growth of the mutant bacterial strains under dark/semiaerobic conditions, and the breakage of harvested cells, are given elsewhere [15] . Membranes for spectroscopic studies were isolated by ultracentrifugation using a sucrose step gradient [15] , and membranes for reaction centre purification were pelleted by ultracentrifugation [16] . Reaction centres were purified as described in detail previously [16] , and the purity of the reaction centre at each step was assessed by absorbance spectroscopy (see text for details).
Reaction centre crystallisation and data analysis
The method used for growing trigonal crystals of the RM267L mutant reaction centre was based on that described previously [16, 17] . Crystals with space group P3 1 21, were grown by sitting drop vapour diffusion from droplets containing 9 mg/ml reaction centre, 0.09% v/v lauryldimethylamine oxide (LDAO), 3.5% w/v 1,2,3-heptanetriol, 0.75 M potassium phosphate (pH 7.5). The drops were equilibrated against a reservoir of 1.5 M potassium phosphate. Trigonal crystals appeared within 1-4 weeks and grew as prisms of variable size. The crystals had unit cell dimensions of a=b=141.6 Å , c=187.4 Å , a=b=90j, c=120j.
X-ray diffraction data were collected at room temperature on a 165 mm MAR CCD detector on station 9.5 of the Daresbury Synchrotron Facility. The data were processed using Denzo and Scalepack [18] . Collection and refinement statistics are given in Table 1 . Rigid body refinement was performed using REFMAC5 [19] using the coordinates of the wild-type reaction centre [16] as a starting model. This was followed by restrained maximum likelihood refinement in REFMAC5 [19] . In the figures, structures were illustrated using the programs Molscript [20] , Raster3D [21] and Xtalview [22] .
Spectroscopy and calorimetry
Absorption spectra of antenna-deficient membranes were obtained using a Beckman DU640 spectrophotometer. To ensure full reduction of the reaction centre primary donor, sodium ascorbate and phenazine methosulfate were added to final concentrations of 1 mM and 25 AM, respectively.
DSC was performed on reaction centre complexes purified to crystallography grade. Experiments were carried out at the BBSRC/EPSRC Biological Microcalorimetry Facility (University of Glasgow) using a MicroCal Instruments VP-DSC with a 0.5 ml sample cell. Scans were taken using 0.25 mg/ml protein in 20 mM Tris -HCl (pH 8.0), 0.1% LDAO, scanning from 10 to 80 jC at a scan rate of 90 jC/h. The heat capacity was measured as a function of temperature (jC), and was converted to the molar heat capacity, C p (kJ mol À1 K À1 ), by accounting for the sample concentration and cell volume. A baseline correction was performed by subtracting the result of a buffer versus buffer scan under identical conditions. The area under the DSC curve corresponds to the molar enthalpy change for the phase transition, DH cal (kJ mol À1 ).
Results and discussion
Construction and characterisation of the mutant reaction centres
X-ray crystal structures of the Rb. sphaeroides reaction centre show that, in addition to a number of indirect contacts mediated by water molecules, the polar head-group of cardiolipin makes direct contacts with the side-chains of amino acids Arg M267 and His M145 (Fig. 1B) , and with the 
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backbone amide of Lys M144 [4] . To investigate the effects of disrupting this membrane protein -lipid interaction, residues Arg M267 and His M145 were separately mutated to Leu and Phe, respectively (see Materials and methods). The mutated reaction centre genes were expressed in strains of Rb. sphaeroides in which the reaction centre is the sole pigment -protein complex, and strains that also contain either just the LH1 antenna complex or both the LH1 and LH2 antenna complexes (see Materials and methods). Absorbance spectroscopy of intact cells and isolated photosynthetic membranes showed that the expression level of the reaction centre was not affected by either mutation. To illustrate this, Fig. 2a shows spectra of photosynthetic membranes prepared from strains that have the reaction centre and the LH1 antenna complex, but lack the LH2 antenna. In wild-type strains, the reaction centre and the surrounding LH1 antenna have a fixed stoichiometry, even though both complexes are capable of being expressed independently from one another. The relative level of reaction centre expression can therefore be assessed by comparing the amplitude of the absorbance band at 875 nm, which is mainly attributable to the bacteriochlorophylls of the LH1 antenna complex, with the amplitude of the absorbance band at 805 nm, which is attributable to the bacteriochlorophylls of the reaction centre. The relative amount of the reaction centre is known to decrease in response to mutations that affect assembly or stability of the complex (unpublished observations). In the present study, neither mutation affected the amplitude of the 805 nm band relative to the LH1 absorbance band at 875 nm, demonstrating that the relative amounts of reaction centre and LH1 antenna were normal.
Absorbance spectra of photosynthetic membranes prepared from strains that had the reaction centre as the sole pigment -protein complex showed that neither mutation had a major effect on the absorbance spectrum of the four bacteriochlorophylls and two bacteriopheophytin cofactors of the reaction centre (data not shown). Extensive studies have shown that the absorbance properties of these cofactors are very sensitive to changes in the structure of the proteincofactor matrix, and so this result provided good evidence that neither mutation had a significant effect on the overall structure of the reaction centre. In the case of the RM267L reaction centre, there was a small decrease in the relative intensity of the absorbance band at 867 nm, attributable to the ''special pair'' of primary donor bacteriochlorophylls (see below). This small change was also seen for purified reaction centres (Fig. 2b) .
Experiments carried out on strains that had the reaction centre and both the LH1 and LH2 antenna complexes showed that neither mutation affected the capacity of the reaction centre to support photosynthetic growth, either on solid media incubated in an illuminated anaerobic growth chamber, or in filled bottles of liquid media incubated in an illuminated water bath. The rate of photosynthetic growth under these conditions was not influenced by either mutation (data not shown).
Purification of the mutant reaction centres
Having established that the mutations had no radical effects on the structure or function of the reaction centre, the mutant complexes were purified with a view to conducting crystallisation trials. During the purification it became apparent that the RM267L mutation had affected the ease with which the reaction centre could be purified, and the purity of the final product. A convenient aspect of the biochemistry of the reaction centre is that the purity of the complex can be assessed by absorbance spectroscopy, measuring the ratio of protein absorbance at 280 nm to bacteriochlorophyll absorbance at 802 nm (A 280 /A 802 ) [23] . When the value of A 280 /A 802 falls below 1.3, the reaction centre is sufficiently pure for crystallisation.
The absorbance spectra of wild-type, HM145F and RM267L reaction centres prepared for crystallisation are shown in Fig. 2b . As in previous studies, purification of a sufficient quantity of wild-type and HM145F reaction centres required the use of three anion exchange columns followed by a preparative gel filtration column [16] . The final product showed the usual A 280 /A 802 of f1.3 ( Fig. 2b ). In contrast, purification of the RM267L mutant required only two anion exchange purification steps to approach the A 280 /A 802 ratio of 1.3. The spectrum of the final, purified RM267L reaction centres is also shown in Fig. 2b . Unusually, the final value of A 280 /A 802 was 1.1 for this mutant. Our interpretation of this result is that the RM267L mutation lessens the tendency of the reaction centre to associate with other proteins during purification, and so the preparation of highly pure reaction centres is more easily achieved. The identity of these proteins, and any possible functional significance of this observation, are the subject of an ongoing investigation.
Crystallisation of the mutant reaction centres
The purified mutant reaction centres were crystallised, using the procedure described in Materials and methods. Crystals of the HM145F mutant complex displayed the same morphology as crystals obtained in previous studies for the wild-type reaction centre [16, 17] , exhibiting a hexagonal cross-section with a length of 0.5 -1.0 mm. However, although crystals of the RM267L reaction centre were of the same form, they were unusually large, with lengths of up to 2.0 mm and a cross-section of up to 0.75 mm. Further structural studies of the HM145F mutant reaction centre were not pursued, but diffraction data were collected at room temperature using one crystal of the RM267L mutant, over the resolution range 28.0 -2.8 Å . The unusual length of these RM267L crystals allowed the crystal to be translated three times during data collection, in order to minimise the effects of radiation damage. Data processing and refinement of the structural model were carried out as described in Materials and methods, and the relevant statistics are given in Table 1 .
The structural model of the RM267L reaction centre
The final structural model of the RM267L reaction centre was comprised of residues 1 -281 of the L-polypeptide, residues 1-302 of the M-polypeptide and residues 11 -250 of the H-polypeptide. Amino acids 303-307 of the Mpolypeptide and 1-10 and 251-260 of the H-polypeptide were not included due to the absence of corresponding electron density. Also included in the model were four molecules of bacteriochlorophyll, two molecules of bacteriopheophytin, one non-heme iron atom, one molecule of spheroidenone and the Q A ubiquinone. Insufficient density was observed in the Q B binding pocket to allow modelling of this cofactor. The Q B ubiquinone is able to freely dissociate from the complex, and hence the occupancy of this site is generally low in purified complexes. Finally, 16 water molecules and two molecules of the detergent LDAO were also modelled.
Residue arginine M267 is located on the intra-membrane surface of the reaction centre (Fig. 1A) , and the electron density map in the region of this residue was consistent with the replacement of this arginine by a leucine. Examination of the overall structural model of the RM267L reaction centre, and comparison with that of the wild-type complex, showed that the replacement of the arginine with a leucine had no discernable effect on the structure of the proteincofactor complex, within the limits imposed by the resolution of the data, other than truncation of the M267 sidechain. This is in accord with the spectroscopic data and growth studies, which imply that the mutation does not affect the structural or functional integrity of the reaction centre. The structural basis for the slightly less intense 865 nm absorbance band was not apparent, but it is known that the characteristics of this absorbance band are extremely sensitive to the detailed geometry of the primary donor bacteriochlorophylls and the surrounding protein.
3.5. Interpretation of electron density in the region usually occupied by cardiolipin Fig. 3 shows the 2 mF o ÀDF c electron density map in the region occupied by cardiolipin in (A) the AM260W reaction centre [4] , (B) a reaction centre with the mutations GM203D and FM197R [24] and (C) the RM267L reaction centre. Density not attributable to the protein is highlighted in green. The GM203D/FM197R reaction centre is included for comparison as its structure was based on diffraction data of similar resolution and quality to that of the RM267L model. Briefly, the GM203D/FM197R structure was determined from data collected over the range 29 -2.8 Å , with a completeness of 92.6%. The refined model had an R factor of 22.3%, and a R-free value of 24.8% [24] . These statistics are similar to those for the data on the RM267L reaction centre given in Table 1 .
The molecule of cardiolipin is clearly resolved as a continuous electron density feature in the data for the AM260W reaction centre (Fig. 3A) and gives rise to a less complete feature in the electron density map for the GM203D/FM197R reaction centre (Fig. 3B) . In some of the other data sets produced by our laboratories for the wildtype or mutant reaction centres, density features in this region have been found that correspond to fragments of this cardiolipin, but were insufficiently complete for the lipid to be included in the final structural model, whilst in other data sets, a complete electron density feature was resolved. A detailed discussion of this variability, including representative electron diffraction data, has been published recently [9] .
The reason for the variability in the quality of the electron density corresponding to the cardiolipin in different structures has not yet been determined, although it probably reflects the occupancy of the cardiolipin binding site in different crystal preparations and the nature of the diffraction data collected [9] . In particular, we have noticed that the structures in which the cardiolipin electron density was most complete was based on diffraction data that included low resolution terms (up to 30 Å ). Thus, although the data on the AM260W reaction centre represent the highest resolution data set we have collected to date (2.1 Å ), it may be that inclusion of low-resolution data is of more importance for the observation of surface features such as bound lipids. In support of this, Camara-Artigas et al. [7] have recently published a new structure of the wild-type Rb. sphaeroides reaction centre that includes three bounds lipids, including the cardiolipin discussed here. This structure was based on diffraction data collected over the range 30-2.55 Å , and so included low-resolution terms. The quality and completeness of the electron density corresponding to the cardiolipin in the data of Camara-Artigas et al. [7] was similar to that shown in Fig. 3A for the AM260W mutant. Along the same theme, the phosphatidylcholine and glycolipid modelled by Camara-Artigas et al. [7] were not included in the structural model of the RM267L reaction centre, as the corresponding electron density was incomplete.
Despite variability in the completeness of the electron density corresponding to the cardiolipin, in all of the (f20) structures for the Rb. sphaeroides reaction centre determined to date by our laboratories the density attributable to the P A phosphoryl of the cardiolipin has always been present, located within bonding distance (f2.8 -3.5 Å ) of the side-chains of amino acids Arg M267 and His M145. Some elongated density in a position equivalent to the most deeply buried acyl chain of the cardiolipin is also almost always resolved (tail 4, second chain from the right in Fig.  3A ). This is presumably because these are the regions of the cardiolipin that are subject to the greatest motional restriction by the adjacent protein surface.
In the case of the RM267L reaction centre, the pattern of non-protein electron density features in this region were different from that in any of our previous structures (Fig.  3C) . The maps calculated for the RM267L reaction centre lacked any electron density that could correspond to the P A phosphoryl group or any of the acyl tails of the cardiolipin molecule. However, a strong peak of density (3 r) was found in a position approximately 4 Å lower in the membrane, and 2 Å deeper into the groove on the protein surface, than that usually occupied by the P A phosphoryl. The density peak was too intense to be a water molecule, and had a tetrahedral form suggesting that it had arisen from a complex ion such as phosphate. A phosphate molecule was therefore modelled into this electron density feature. In the final structural model, this phosphate was positioned within bonding distance of the side-chains of Tyr H30 (3.3 Å ), Trp M271 (3.1 Å ), and His M145 (3.5 Å ). In the wild-type and AM260W reaction centres, these amino acids are involved in binding of the P A phosphoryl group of cardiolipin (Tyr H30 is on the centre, left in Fig. 1B) . However, their interactions with the modelled phosphate in the structure of the RM267L reaction centre were markedly different from those observed previously in other reaction centres.
A number of the structures for the purple bacterial reaction centre deposited in the PDB include modelled phosphates or sulfates [25 -27] , and it is not uncommon to find components of the crystallisation buffers being specifically bound within a crystal. However, another possibility is that this electron density feature represents an ordered part of an otherwise disordered molecule such as a lipid or detergent. As an example, the LDAO detergent used in the crystallisations has a tetrahedral head-group that would fit the observed density. However, there was insufficient electron density available to support the fitting of a detergent tail leading from this region. Our conclusion Fig. 3 . Electron density at the surface of the reaction centre. (A) REFMAC 2 mF o ÀDF c electron density map (blue) for the AM260W reaction centre, contoured at 1.0 r, with the fitted structure of the protein (in cpk colours) and cardiolipin (in white). Overlaid is the electron density attributed to cardiolipin (highlighted in green). (B) The cardiolipin molecule as resolved in data for the FM197R/GM203D reaction centre, shown as for (A). (C) Equivalent view of the 2 mF o ÀDF c electron density map for the RM267L reaction centre. The new electron density feature is highlighted in green, and the modelled phosphate is shown in white (see text). The RM267L mutation did not affect the structure of the protein -cofactor system other than the M267 side-chain. therefore is that the altered pattern of electron density in this region suggests that cardiolipin is no longer bound to the protein surface in purified and crystallised reaction centres carrying this arginine to leucine mutation. The surrounding polar groups that usually interact with the cardiolipin headgroup are seen to have formed a new interaction with a molecule that can be modelled as a complex ion (phosphate), although we cannot discount the possibility that this could represent part of a largely disordered detergent or lipid molecule.
Differential scanning calorimetry
The results of the X-ray crystallography indicate that the reaction centre-cardiolipin interaction is weakened by the RM267L mutation to such an extent that the cardiolipin is no longer resolved in the X-ray structure of the purified complex. To examine whether this apparent disruption of this protein -lipid interaction had any other consequences, DSC was used to examine the thermal stability of the wildtype and mutant reaction centres. Fig. 4 shows the results of DSC carried out on reaction centres that were purified to the same degree as those used for X-ray crystallography. In the case of the wild-type and HM145F reaction centres, the DSC measurements revealed two overlapping endothermic transitions. For the wild-type complex, a fit of the experimental data with two components yielded denaturation transition temperatures (T m ) of 47.1 and 54.8 jC, with associated calorimetric enthalpies (DH cal ) of 151.5 and 253.6 kJ mol À1 . Analysis of the data for the HM145F complex yielded values of T m of 48.1 and 55.5 jC for the two transitions, and associated values of DH cal of 168.9 and 305.0 kJ mol À1 . In contrast, the purified RM267L reaction centres showed only a single transition with a T m of 50.5 jC and a DH cal of 305.4 kJ mol À1 . What could be the explanation for the biphasic behaviour of the wild-type and HM145F complexes, and the monophasic behaviour of the RM267L reaction centre? In previous DSC studies of integral membrane proteins, two component traces have been observed in cases where thermal denaturation involves the unfolding of distinct protein domains. An example is the FhuA outer membrane protein from Escherichia coli, that has a two-domain structure consisting of a 22-strand h-barrel that forms a transmembrane channel, and a globular domain that forms a ''cork'' located within the channel [28] . DSC of this iron chelate transporter yielded two transitions centred at 65 and 75 jC, that were attributed to unfolding of the cork and barrel domains, respectively [28] . Likewise, cytochrome oxidase exhibited two distinct transitions that were assigned to unfolding of subunit III at lower temperatures, and a subunit I/II core domain at higher temperatures [29] . Given this, one possible explanation of the behaviour of the wildtype and HL145F complexes in the present study is that unfolding of the reaction centre involves two domainunfolding processes with values of T m that differ by 7 -8 jC. However, if this explanation is correct, then this implies that the RM267L mutation affects the stability of the more thermally tolerant unfolding domain, such that unfolding of the RM267L protein appears to involve a single process. The results of X-ray crystallography argue against this, as the RM267L mutation has no discernable effect on the structure of the reaction centre protein other than the change in side-chain structure of the M267 residue itself.
Another possibility is that the two transitions observed in the DSC experiment arise from different aggregation states of the reaction centre. As an illustration, Zhou and Bowie [30] have recently shown that mutations that increase the thermal stability of the integral membrane protein diacylgycerol kinase also enhanced the stability of the trimeric form of the complex relative to the monomeric form. Having said this, there is no strong evidence that the Rb. sphaeroides reaction centre forms dimers or multimers either in the membrane or when solubilised in detergent. Certainly the crystallised form of the complex is monomeric, and data from electron microscopy on the core complex formed between the reaction centre and the LH1 antenna also suggests that the reaction centre itself is monomeric, although the core complex may be dimeric [31 -36] .
The remaining possibility is that the two transitions observed in the DSC experiment on the wild-type complex are due to heterogeneity, with two populations of reaction centres that undergo the same unfolding process, but with different values of T m . At least two possible sources of heterogeneity are provided by the crystallographic data outlined above, which indicate partial occupancy of both the Q B ubiquinone binding site and the cardiolipin binding site adjacent to the M267 residue. Partial occupancy of the Q B site by ubiquinone in purified reaction centres is well documented, and leads to poor quality electron density for this cofactor unless the site is reconstituted by adding ubiquinone. However, partial occupancy of the Q B site is unlikely to be relevant to the DSC results described above, as it affects both the wild-type and mutant reaction centres. In the case of the cardiolipin binding site, partial occupancy of this site has been discussed with reference to the variable quality and completeness of the electron density attributable to this lipid. In this case, the proposal would be that the higher temperature transition is attributable to a population of reaction centres that are stabilised due to the binding of a cardiolipin.
The size of this stabilisation, some 7-8 jC, is consistent with the magnitude of effects observed in DSC experiments on adding lipids to membrane proteins, or removing them through phospholipase action. For example, delipidation of purified cytochrome oxidase produces a 5 jC decrease in T m for this complex [37] . The addition of cholesterol to cardiac microsomes containing Ca 2+ /Mg 2+ ATPase increased the T m of the transition assigned to this membrane protein by 2 jC [38] . The stabilising influence of the phospholipid environment of integral membrane proteins has been shown through studies of the band 3 anion transporter of erythrocytes reconstituted into artificial bilayers, where T m was observed to vary with acyl chain length (3 -5 jC per two carbon units), unsaturation (3-5 jC per double bond) and headgroup type (f18 jC difference between uncharged and charged lipids) [39] . The presence of cofactors or the application of treatments that interrupt the continuity of the protein backbone have also been shown to have an influence on the thermal stability of integral membrane proteins. In the case of bacteriorhodopsin, removal of the retinal cofactor bound at the centre of the complex has been observed to induce a 16 jC decrease in T m in DSC experiments on membrane-bound complexes [40] . Destabilising the structural integrity of bacteriorhodopsin by introducing a single bond cut between helices B and C decreased T m by 6 jC [40] . In summary then, the size of the destabilising effect of the RM267L mutation seen in the present study is of the same order as that seen when the lipid environment of an integral membrane protein is altered, or when a change is made that destabilises part of the protein structure.
Interpretation of the effects of the RM267L mutation
Our favoured interpretation of the effects of the RM267L mutation on the thermal stability of the complex is based on two observations. First, the variability in the quality of the electron density attributable to cardiolipin in different reaction centre structures suggests less than 100% occupancy of the binding site by the lipid in the purified form of the complex [9] . Second, the RM267L mutation appears to weaken the binding of cardiolipin to such an extent that it is no longer detectable in the X-ray data (Fig. 3C) . Drawing on these observations, we propose that the biphasic response seen in the DSC measurements on the wild-type reaction centre arises from a mixed population of proteins, the f48 and f56 jC transitions corresponding to complexes with and without cardiolipin bound at this site. The HM145F mutation, which has no discernable effect on the spectroscopic or biochemical properties of the reaction centre, presumably does not affect the affinity of cardiolipin for this binding site on the reaction centre, and the twocomponent DSC profile is maintained, albeit with some small variations (V1 jC) in T m values. However, the RM267L mutation weakens cardiolipin binding to such an extent that the lipid is no longer bound to the purified form of the complex at the site in question, and the purified RM267L reaction centre exhibits only the lower of the two melting temperatures.
In an attempt to test this hypothesis, DSC traces were recorded for wild-type reaction centres in the presence of added cardiolipin. This treatment produced a narrower DSC trace, indicating less sample heterogeneity, and a shift in favour of a slightly higher T m value (f2 jC; data not shown). However, these results were difficult to reproduce and so were rather inconclusive. An attempt to deplete wildtype reaction centres of cardiolipin, through addition of phospholipase A2, led to breakdown of the sample. An additional complicating feature of these biochemical treatments is that they open up the possibility of effects arising from non-specific reactions, such as binding of cardiolipin to other sites on the protein surface or the digestion of other lipids by the phospholipase, and so even if a reproducible effect was to be seen in such experiments, it would be difficult to attribute this to the specific protein -lipid interaction under examination.
Finally, we turn to the question of why mutation of Arg M267 affects the properties of the reaction centre in the ways described, but mutation of His M145 does not produce effects of an equal magnitude. The answer may lie in the extent of the bonding interaction between each side-chain and the adjacent cardiolipin head-group. In the case of His M145, binding appears to involve a single hydrogen bond between the NE2 nitrogen of the His side-chain and the OA3 oxygen of the P A phosphoryl group of the cardiolipin (Fig. 5A ). In the case of the Arg M267 residue, a more extensive interaction can be traced (Fig. 5A ). Both terminal ÀNH groups are within hydrogen bonding distance of the cardiolipin OA3 oxygen of the P A phosphoryl group (2.8 and 3.2 Å ), and one of these ÀNH groups is also within hydrogen bond distance of a crystallographically defined water. This water, in turn, is within hydrogen bond distance of the OA7 carbonyl oxygen at the top of acyl chain 1, and the OB9 carbonyl oxygen at the top of acyl chain 4. Thus it seems feasible that the loss of a single hydrogen bond donated by His M145 would not weaken binding of the cardiolipin head-group to the same extent as loss of the network of interactions involving Arg M267.
3.8. The role of the cardiolipin bound to the purple bacterial reaction centre It has been established that proteins such as the bacterial reaction centre preferentially interact with anionic lipids such as cardiolipin [41, 42] , but to our knowledge there has been no specific study of the effect of cardiolipin on the structural and functional properties of the bacterial reaction centre. However, it is known that cardiolipin is important for the maintenance of optimal activity of a number of major integral membrane proteins, particularly in mitochondria [43, 44] .
Recently, the role of a crystallographically defined cardiolipin molecule bound to the cytochrome bc 1 complex from yeast has been investigated by mutagenesis of three lysine residues that bind the head-group of this lipid [3] . Although single mutations had no discernable effect on cytochrome bc 1 activity, double and triple combinations of mutations led to lowered levels of this complex, indicating an important role for the lipid in maintaining the stability of the complex, or in its assembly. Lange et al. [3] also pointed out that the cardiolipin is located close to a hydrogen bond network that connects the ubiquinone reductase (Q i ) site to the surface of the cytochrome bc 1 complex. This network (or proton wire) has been implicated in the delivery of protons from the aqueous phase to the Q i site, where ubiquinone is doubly reduced and doubly protonated, forming ubiquinol. The location of the cardiolipin at the entrance of this proton delivery pathway suggests a role for the lipid as a proton reservoir [3] . In principle, a similar role could be considered for the cardiolipin bound to the Rb. sphaeroides reaction centre, as this complex also has a ubiquinone reductase site (Q B ) that connects to the extra-membrane surface of the protein via hydrogen bond networks [45, 46] . However, this cardiolipin is located some 15 Å from the Q B site, and is remote from the hydrogen bond networks that are proposed to connect the Q B site to the aqueous phase, and therefore a role for this lipid as a local proton buffer seems unlikely.
In the Rhodopseudomonas viridis reaction centre, the Arg residue that is structurally equivalent to Arg M267 in Rb. sphaeroides has been proposed to form part of a cluster of 24 residues that are electrostatically coupled to the Q A ubiquinone [47] . Consistent with this proposal, mutagenesis of the adjacent residue Ile M265 has been shown to alter the mid-point redox potential of the Q A /Q A À couple [48] , indicating that the detailed structure of this part of the reaction centre does indeed have an influence on the redox properties of the Q A ubiquinone. Intriguingly, it has also recently been reported that addition of cardiolipin to isolated reaction centres lowers the mid-point potential of Q A /Q A À by 30 -40 mV, bringing it closer to the value seen in membrane-bound reaction centres [49] . However, recent data has shown that this effect is not influenced by the RM267L mutation reported here [49] , and so it is not clear whether this effect of cardiolipin is related to the binding site that is the subject of the present study, or other reaction centrecardiolipin interaction(s) that remain to be characterised.
Analysis of the extensive sequence information now available for purple bacterial reaction centres indicates that the residues that interact with the head-group of the cardiolipin in the Rb. sphaeroides reaction centre are highly conserved [11] . This suggests that, whatever its role, this particular protein -lipid interaction is a conserved structural feature of all purple bacterial reaction centres (with the caveat that, as discussed elsewhere [11] , it is not established that all purple photosynthetic bacteria contain cardiolipin as a component of the cytoplasmic membrane). In our previous reports, we have speculated on the possible role of this bound lipid, including the possibility that it forms part of a contact surface between the reaction centre and other proteins, or perhaps between reaction centres in a dimer [4, 11] . Some support for such a role comes from the observation that the behaviour of the reaction centre during purification is altered when the cardiolipin binding site is perturbed by the RM267L mutation, and we are currently investigating this further.
In a very recent report, Katona et al. [50] have described a new crystal form of the Rb. sphaeroides reaction centre, grown from protein embedded in a lipid cubic phase. The structure of the reaction centre was determined from these crystals to a resolution of 2.35 Å , and the structural model included the cardiolipin discussed in the present report. This new 3D crystal takes the form of stacked 2D crystals, with all reaction centres having the same orientation within each layer, and the internal two-fold symmetry axis of each reaction centre making an angle of 11.5j with respect to the short axis of the 2D crystal. Within each layer, the reaction centres are therefore arranged approximately as they would be in a lipid bilayer. Within the crystal, alternate layers have opposite orientations, such that inter-layer crystal contacts alternate between the cytoplasmic region of the H-polypeptide, and contacts between the periplasmic regions of the L-/M-polypeptides. Intriguingly, from the point of view of the present report, within the individual planes the orientated reaction centres appear to be arranged in pairs around an axis of two-fold symmetry. The contact surface between the two reaction centres consists of intramembrane regions of the M-and H-polypeptides, and includes the cardiolipin binding site described above. In this new crystal form, the molecular contacts between the reaction centre and the bound cardiolipin described by us previously are preserved, with prominent roles played by Arg M267, His M145 and Lys M144 [4, 50] , but there is also a new contact between the P B phosphoryl of the cardiolipin (on the right in Figs. 1B and 5) and residue Lys L202 of the symmetry-related reaction centre [50] . This new crystallographic data thus gives an interesting insight into how the cardiolipin could facilitate molecular contacts in a dimer of reaction centres, although the question of whether the Rb. sphaeroides reaction centre forms dimers in the native photosynthetic membrane is still an open question.
The main outcome of the present study is the suggestion that the bound cardiolipin contributes to the thermal stability of the purified form of the reaction centre. In seeking to understand this, it is helpful to consider the processes involved in the thermal unfolding of integral membrane proteins. A recurring theme that has emerged from DSC studies is that the enthalpy change that occurs on unfolding of a membrane protein is smaller than the typical changes observed for the unfolding of water-soluble proteins of similar molecular weights (see Ref. [29] for a review). This has been taken as evidence that overall unfolding of a membrane protein does not involve the unfolding of the membrane-spanning a-helices, a conclusion supported by CD spectroscopy. Rather, it has been proposed that this enthalpy change mainly reflects loss of secondary and tertiary structure in extra-membrane domains, including loops that connect membrane-spanning helices, and perhaps the loss of packing interactions between membrane-spanning a-helices [29, 51] .
The view that thermal denaturation of membrane proteins involves unfolding of protein elements that connect the ahelices provides a possible structural role for the cardiolipin that is bound to the Rb. sphaeroides reaction centre. As can be seen in Fig. 5A , the head-group of this lipid is bound to residues located at the cytoplasmic ends of a-helices D and C of the M-polypeptide (green ribbons). At the periplasmic side of the membrane, these a-helices are in van der Waals' contact with one another, but in the region that binds the head-group of the cardiolipin on the opposite side of the membrane, these helices splay apart due to interdigitation with the E a-helix of the L-polypeptide (Fig. 5A, maroon  ribbon) . The extended head-group of the cardiolipin binds to residues in both M-polypeptide a-helices, at a level in the membrane where there are no direct interactions between the two. Immediately above the cardiolipin binding site the E a-helix of the L-polypeptide projects between the D and C a-helices of the M-polypeptide, and forms an overhang below which the cardiolipin binds.
The cross-contacts between the D and C a-helices of the L-polypeptide provided by the cardiolipin are traced in Fig.  5A . The P A phosphoryl makes extensive contacts with residues on the D-helix of the M-polypeptide, as well as with His M145 on the C-helix (and Tyr H30 on the single membrane-spanning helix of the H-polypeptide). The P A phosphoryl is covalently bonded to the P B phosphoryl, which in turn has extensive interactions with residues on the C-helix of the M-polypeptide. As can be seen from the X-ray crystal structure of the RM267L mutant (Fig. 5B) , one consequence of the loss of the cardiolipin is that the cross-bracing between these helices involving multiple covalent and hydrogen bonds is replaced by a single hydrogen bond interaction mediated by the molecule we have assigned as a phosphate. Thus a possible structural role for the cardiolipin could be to stabilise this part of the underlying protein structure, a stabilising influence that is compromised when Arg M267 is mutated to Leu, but not when His M145 is mutated to Phe. As discussed above, a further role could be to form part of the monomer -monomer contact surface in a reaction centre dimer, as recently visualised in the crystallographic data of Katona et al., although the in vivo relevance of such a dimeric Rb. sphaeroides reaction centre remains to be proven.
